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Diotrol aqua flat -oil

Description DIOTROL - Aqua flat-oil is an additive only. It increases the long lasting life of all
DIOTROL-Aqua glazes. The addition of 20% of DIOTROL-Aqua flat-oil to the last
layer gives a silky look which lasts for a long time. The high quality of the wax-
components increases the elastisity and reinforces the water-repulsion of the
glaze coating.
(repelling-effect)
Especially recommended where the wood construction is extremely weathered an
in regions from about 1000 m altitude.

Binder Special waxes and oils of regrowing raw materials

Active ingredients none

Solids app. 35%

Density 1.02 kg/c

Packing Plastic par 1 l, 5 l, 20 l

Storage In complete closed original packages 12 months.
Keep away from freezing and high heat; more than 30°C. Rustfree matrials.

Consumption Add 20% to the last coating of DIOTROL
Aqua natural oil.

Renovation Glazing coatings which are modified by DIOTROL-Aqua flat-oil can easily be
overpainted after a longer period of weathering.

Cleaning tools Immediately after using with water, as long as wet.

Safetyadvice Read safety datasheet.
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Remarks These informations are due to the current, technical know-how and are meant as
recommendation and advices. Concerning all mentioned paint coat structures we
do not maintain completeness. Because of the diversification and different kinds of
substrates and practice, the user has to test our products meanly for his own
purpose and has to use and apply them properly. For this, he is fully responsible.
Verbal advices must be fixed obligatory by a signed document. If a new issue will
be current, this edition will be no more available.
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